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The Dynamiq-Klassen GTM 90 Is A
Supercar Derived Superyacht
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The Dynamiq-Klassen GTM 90 starts at $8.15M and with
options, which are considerable, that price could easily reach
8 figures.

The Hotcars staff love a good muscle car, jacked up pickup,
homebrew racer and of course any and every supercar known
to man. We also love anything that goes fast whether on 4
wheels, 2 wheels ... or even no wheels at all! And this latest
creation, that unfortunately missed its grand entrance on the
world stage due to the coronavirus  pandemic, is a superyacht
that was based on a - you guessed it - supercar.

The Dynamiq GTM 90 was developed in cooperation with
Klassen, the exclusive car tuner from Germany, who brought
their considerable design and manufacturing know how to
bear on the project. Not only is it a great looking boat but it's
fast and sporty with an all-aluminum construction. Let's take a
look at this one of a kind superyacht and see if it's worthy of
the name.

Supercar Inspired Design, Luxury
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According to Dynamiq, "[t]oday a mainstream yacht up to 100
feet is a Med boat, but we looked at the markets with more
extreme climates where together with cruising excitement the
yacht should be a safe shelter for guests when needed,”
explains brand founder Sergei Dobroserdov. “Places like the
Arabian peninsula, Asian destinations and northern Europe.
This is where the yacht needs to be open and full of sea
breeze during the daytime, but almost closed when evening
comes and the temperature rapidly drops. At the moment, the
only way to have large open or closed areas is to lengthen
your yacht. But by justifying the ‘IQ’ at the end of the Dynamiq
brand name, we had the idea of combining these areas. So
the aft beach club, dining area and open-style galley with bar
can be transformed within seconds using sliding doors and
foldable bulwarks.”

A Boat Like None Other
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The GTM was designed by Netherlands based Van Oossanen
Naval Architects who sought a clean shape and efficient hull
that could easily do 30 knots and have an 800 nautical mile
range. Klassen contributed much in the way of supercar
aesthetics with exterior styling and a superstructure design
reminiscent of the world's best supercars. The DTM 90 is
replete with premium materials with an extravagant staircase,
sundeck and 360 views. On the inside there's a generous



salon, bar and fully equipped galley, sliding glass doors, and
Bowers and Wilkins sound system.

Check It Out For Yourself

The end result is truly a sight to behold and celebrates the
supercar in yacht form. As for the price the Dynamiq-Klassen
GTM 90 starts at $8.15M and with options, which are
considerable, that price could easily reach 8 figures. If you're
interested in configuring one of your own check it out here.
Buckle up.
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